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In house work experience

Related strand Job role and tasks

Teaching
assistant

Creative industries The role of the teaching assistant is to support
the class teacher to prepare resources, set up
and tidy up after group and support pupils if
they need help with any tasks. A key task will
be learning to run a group session using a
PowerPoint, introducing the lesson to the class,
and supporting them to answer questions. This
role develops confidence, organisation and
problem solving.

Chef Hospitality and
Catering

The role of the chef is to prepare meals and
drinks for events. Once a week, a Chef would
run BA Café, as a social enterprise, to prepare
food for staff and pupils. This role develops
skills in following different recipes, healthy
living, and communication and interaction skills.

Waiter/
Waitress

Hospitality and
Catering

A waiter/ waitress works alongside the Chef to
serve food and drinks prepared for events.
They prepare rooms for events such as a coffee
morning, setting the table, serving drinks, and
tidying up after the event. This role develops
communication skills, confidence to run an
event and teamwork.
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In house work experience

Related strand Job role and tasks

Pupil mentor Creative Industries

Visitor guide A visitor guide is responsible for greeting visitors
or new pupils into the school, supporting them to
sign in and giving them a guide of the school.
This role develops communication skills and
confidence and independence to transition
around school.

Shop keeper Retail and
Community

A pupil mentor is responsible for supporting a
peer during tasks they might find challenging or
need support with. A peer mentor offers help
and guidance to a peer, support them to know
what to do next and serve as a positive role
model. 

Retail and
Community

An inhouse shop is set up during the week
where pupils can come and purchase their
favourite items. A shop keeper is responsible for
setting up the shop, pricing items and selling
items to customers. This role develops pupil’s
communication skills, builds on money skills,
and gives experience of budgeting to purchase
new items for the shop. 

Job title

Personal
assistant

Retail and
Community -
Administration

A personal assistant is responsible for working
alongside the class receptionist to use different
computer programmes for administrative tasks,
order resources, shred, copy and laminate
documents. This role develops organisation
skills, communication and interaction and
develops a pupil's computing skills.
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Librarian Retail and
Community

A librarian is responsible for the upkeep of the
school library. This role involves sorting books
and games into categories, supporting others to
sign books in and out and ordering new books
for the library. This role develops communication
and interaction skills and organisation skills.

Class
receptionist

Retail and
Community 

A class receptionist is responsible for taking the
class register each morning and afternoon,
taking phone calls and passing messages on to
relevant people and delivering post to staff
around the school. This role involves recalling of
key information, confidence building and
organisation.

Related strand Job role and tasksJob title

Hospitality and
Catering

A cleaner is responsible for the cleanliness of the
kitchen area and communal spaces. Key tasks
for a cleaner include cleaning surfaces, mopping
floors, hoovering, washing dishes, loading, and
unloading the dishwasher and washing bedding.
This role develops skills to maintain a good
household.

Cleaner

Fire warden Retail and
Community

A fire warden is responsible for telling others
and modelling the need to evacuate when the
fire alarm sounds. As fire warden, a key task is
to take the class register when everyone
reaches the fire meeting point. This role involves
building confidence to take the lead and being a
good role model during unexpected events.
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Health and
safety officer

Manufacturing A Health and Safety officer is responsible for
gathering resources that need fixing, putting
new batteries in items, and working with the site
managers to fix any items that are broken and
can be fixed. This role involves developing
problem solving skills, using different tools
safely and working with others to find solutions
to problems.

Gardener Horticulture A gardener’s key tasks are maintenance of the
garden area, planting and sowing seeds and
ensuring plants receive enough water to grow.
This role develops fine and gross motor skills,
exploring different senses and the science of
caring for plants effectively.

Related strand Job role and tasksJob title

Gym/dance
instructor

Creative
Industries

The gym instructor is responsible for modelling
how to use different pieces of equipment in the
gym, ensuring the equipment is cleaned after
use and putting away resources after a gym
session. A dance instructor will plan and run
dance lessons each week, choreographing and
modelling new dance routines. This role
develops creativity, confidence in delivering
lessons and ability to take the lead.


